Waterborne Finishes
Healthy · Wise · Durable · Beautiful

bona.com
Bona’s industry-leading waterborne finishes and sealers have always been VOC-compliant and healthier for people and the environment than most other finishes. Providing the highest quality, cleanest finishing process available, Bona protects your health and the environment, while assuring the ultimate in durability and beauty for hardwood floors.

Healthy
No harmful fumes means you don’t have to put your health at risk finishing floors, and your customers don’t have to move out of their home or vacate their business. VOC compliant and GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality Certified®.

Wise
Bona finishes provide a profitable strategy for your business because of their speed, and increased health and performance value for your customers.

Durable
Bona’s advanced-technology, Swedish waterborne finishes are the most durable polyurethane finishes available today.

Beautiful
Clear, high-build finishes won’t amber or change color over time, highlighting the true beauty and elegance of wood.

Enhanced Commercial Application with Slip Resistance

Bona Traffic® Anti-Slip Satin
Bona Traffic® Anti-Slip offers exceptional durability and protection for hardwood floors. It has all of the features of Bona Traffic® with the additional benefit of being formulated to meet the highest standard for slip resistance.

• Meets the ADA recommendation for accessible routes and ramps according to ASTM 2047.
• Superb wear and chemical resistance.
• High scuff mark resistance.
• Excellent adhesion properties.
• Non-yellowing.
• Meets German industrial norm DIN 51 130 with a slip resistance rating of R10.
• Satin sheen of 25 at 60°.

VOC Compliant

Bona Naturale®
Bona Naturale® is the next generation of wood floor protection that offers a unique feel and preserves the true natural look of hardwood floors.

• Unique feel and untreated look with durability equivalent to Bona Traffic®.
• Extreme low sheen level. Seamless touch-up on repairs.
• UL Classified for slip resistance meeting test Control #21KM.
• Meets ADA recommendation for accessible routes according to ASTM 2047.
• Two-component, comes with hardener. Roller application is recommended.
• Available in Commercial Matte.

VOC Compliant

Wear resistance - common misconceptions
It has been a misconception that waterborne finishes are not as durable as oil-modified finishes. In Taber test results, it is proven that waterborne finishes withstand the wear and tear of commercial and residential floors better than oil-modified finishes.
Bona offers a variety of beautiful and durable options to meet your needs.

**Best**

**Bona Traffic® HD™**

Bona Traffic® HD™ is for hardwood floor owners with an uncompromising attitude towards durability, being green and looking beautiful. Significantly outperforms all urethane finishes, including Bona Traffic®, in durability at 24 hours.
- Unsurpassed scuff, scratch and chemical resistance at full cure.
- Very low VOCs - less than 125.
- Very low odor.
- No sealer needed over a stained floor.
- Exceptional build with excellent flow and leveling.
- GREENGUARD Children & Schools Certified®.

**VOC Compliant**

**Bona Traffic®**

For heavy-traffic commercial and residential hardwood floors, Bona Traffic® provides the ultimate in durability and beauty, outperforming any finish in the industry - moisture cure, solvent-based, oil-modified or other waterborne finishes.
- Exceptional build with excellent flow and leveling.
- UL Classified for slip resistance.
- Excellent adhesion, recommended for recoating "prefinished UV" hardwood flooring.

**VOC Compliant**

**Better**

**Bona Mega® Clear HD™**

Bona Mega® Clear HD™ takes Bona Mega® to a whole new level of performance and value. The addition of a second component and the elimination of the amber tint combine to increase the physical performance and provide a new look to the Bona Mega® family.
- No amber tint – finish will not yellow over time.
- 2 component, crosslinked formula.
  - Improved chemical resistance over Bona Mega®.
  - Increased scuff and scratch resistance over Bona Mega®.
- No limited pot life and no wasted finish.
- Excellent flow and leveling.
- Available in Gloss, Semi-Gloss or Satin.

**VOC Compliant**

**Bona Mega®**

Oxygen-crosslinking polyurethane (OCP) waterborne formula with extraordinary performance. The oxygen in the air is the crosslinker. Bona Mega® is the proven performance and value standard in the industry providing exceptional durability and beauty.
- Natural wood color enhances the beauty of the wood.
- One-component. No limited pot life and no wasted finish.
- Exceptional flow, leveling and build.
- Available in Gloss, Semi-Gloss or Satin.

**VOC Compliant**

**Bona Mega® Booster™**

Bona Mega® Booster™ is the newest innovation to the Bona waterborne finish family. This performance enhancing additive for Bona Mega® promotes increased durability, chemical resistance and adhesion. Combined with Bona Mega®, it is ideal for prolonging the life and enhancing the beauty of residential and commercial wood floors.
- Maximum durability.
- Increased chemical resistance.
- Increased adhesion - recommended for recoating.

**VOC Compliant when used with Bona Mega®**

**Good**

**Bona Novia™**

Unsurpassed flow and leveling, defoaming, and numerous application options make Bona Novia™ the easiest to use waterborne finish on the market. When Bona Novia™ is used with Bona AmberSeal™, it is a budget sensitive, dependable alternative to any oil-based system.
- Developed especially to replace oil-based finishes.
- Forgiving/easy application. Can be applied with most applicators using a variety of techniques.
- One-component. No limited pot life or wasted finish.
- Available in Gloss, Semi-Gloss or Satin.

**VOC Compliant**

Go to bona.com for more information on Bona finishes, the rest of our system and our Showroom of Bona reference floors from around the world. Also available online are pdfs of product MSDS and specification sheets.
Bona AmberSeal™

Bona AmberSeal™ is a non-yellowing, poly-tone waterborne sanding sealer that provides an oil-based look to hardwood floors. Can be used with all Bona waterborne finishes over both stained and unstained floors. Excellent abradability, fast dry times, and reduces potential for sidebonding and tannin bleed. Bona AmberSeal™ is a nonflammable, virtually odorless sealer.

• Specially formulated to provide an oil-based look.
• Excellent abradability.
• Minimizes tannin bleed.
• Reduces tendency for sidebonding.
• Virtually odorless and nonflammable.

VOC Compliant

Bonaseal®

A specially formulated waterborne sealer for use with all Bona waterborne finishes (use with Bona Naturale® and Bona Traffic® on unstained floors only). Exceptionally clear, highlighting true color of wood.

• Seals the wood, preventing the finish from penetrating.
• Minimizes tannin bleed, especially on white oak.
• Reduces tendency for sidebonding.
• Improves flow and leveling of finish coats.
• Exceptionally clear, highlighting true color of wood.

VOC Compliant

Bona DTS®

Bona DTS® Deep Tone Sealer is a specially formulated waterborne sanding sealer for use with all Bona waterborne finishes (use with Bona Naturale® and Bona Traffic® on unstained floors only). Seals the wood; develops a deep natural tone, vibrant look; abrades easily; and prevents the finish from penetrating into the wood surface.

• Unique “wet-look” appearance mechanism adapts to the individual wood species accentuating the natural pigmentation and color characteristics.
• Excellent abradability – develops rapid hardness and allows for easy abrasion.
• Reduces tendency for sidebonding. Minimizes tannin bleed.

VOC Compliant

waterborne maintenance systems

Professional Series Floor Care

Hardwood Floor Cleaner
A professional strength, non-toxic, waterborne cleaner formulated for all types of hardwood floors coated with a clear, unwaxed finish. This environmentally responsible cleaner leaves no residue and will not dull the floor’s finish.

Combines a Bona PowerScrubber™ and Bona Deep Clean Solution® to effectively and easily clean hardwood floors. Simple: Allows you to effectively deep clean 500 square feet of wood flooring in about an hour or less. Safe: Commercial strength hardwood floor cleaner designed specifically for hardwood floors. Leaves no dulling residue and is GREENGUARD Children & Schools Certified® for indoor air quality.

Smart: A profitable way to stay in front of your existing customers and an easy way to establish new customers network.

Bona Deep Clean System™

Bona Recoat System™

The Bona Recoat System™ is the first and only guaranteed recoat system in the industry. This process safely removes all contaminants from the floor, preparing it for optimal adhesion of a new coat of Bona Traffic® or Bona Traffic HD™. When the process is followed correctly, Bona’s guarantee will cover the cost of sanding and finishing if the finish doesn’t adhere to the floor.

GREENGUARD certified
The Bona System is the only GREENGUARD certified hardwood floor finishing system in the industry. Bona floor cleaners are also GREENGUARD certified for their Children & Schools Program. For more information, visit www.greenguard.org